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INTRODUCTION 

In the management of quaking aspen (Populus tre1n1lloides 
.I.tfichaux), as well as of any other species of forest tree, two factors 
are of decisive influence, namely, the possibility of securing the 
maximum volume production in sustained yield on a given area and 
on the other hand that of reducing to a minimum the loss from decay 
and other injurious factors. MaximuIll yolmne production must 
mean the maximum yield of sound high-grade lumber obtainable 
from a given species grown under given conditions. The detinition 
of high-grade lumber will depend in each case on the use to which 
the lumber is to be put. 

Aspen in Utah, largely owned by the Government (1),1 has in the 
past found a limited market as mme props and a local use as posts, 
poles, and fuel. To-day coniferous props have more and more taken 
Its place in the coal mmes of Utah. Unless new uses can be found, 
aspen will have to be considered as a weed tree, and as such will rank 
with the lowest of the inferior species. Its value as browse does not 
lie within the scope of tlIis study. 

1 Reference Is made by Italic numbers in parentheses to .. Literature cited," p. 33. 
The data o1fered In the present study are based on investigations condl1ctf!d for the 
Intermountain national forest district and have been used In I!'. S. Baker's bulletin (1). 

65250--29----1 1 
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The utilization of aspen for pulp in other parts of North America 
has s1J.ggested a similar use of the species in the intermountain nu.
tion!JJ :forest district. The present investigation is, therefore, based 
fliUrely on the assumption that aspen in Utah may in the future find 

..- a realiy market for use as pulp and perhaps also as excelsior and 
matchwood. Obviously, the growing of aspen can be profitable only 
if the loss from decay and other factors does not cut too heavily into 
the expected yield. 

That aspen in the storage pile is highly susceptible to the attacks 
of saprophytic fungi. is well known. The losses from this source are 
extremely heavy. ~In this study, however, the cull factor will be 
considered only tlS it affects standincr timber. 

In wood used for pulp where the- raw material is mechanically 
broken lip into minute particles, the cull factor must playa role 
entirely different from that in saw timber. Nothingdefiniteislmown 
as to the proper proccdure for estimating the amount of cull from 
decay in quaking aspen. Under present commercial practices, culling 
for rot is rather lax on account of the heavy demaud and the grow
ing scarcity of pulpwood. The manufacturer can not afford to pay 
top 1?rices. He mllst use inferior grades and naturally eA-pects a 
certalll amount of rot. 2 

That decay very materially affe"·': the weight is shown by Kress 
and Bearce (9). Studies by the Forest Products Laboratory, Madi
son, 'Vis., show that there is an appalling loss to the paper industry 
from c1~cfty. Correct determination of these losses can not be arrived 
at by the corel or 1'olume measurement of pulpwood, which latter, 
white undergoing declLY. suffers no chauge in volume, but does cle
crease decidedly in weight. Scalers attempt to estimate rot in 
wooel. but this estimate is arbitrary and often incorrect. Examina
tion of a number of shipments of infected spruce shipped to the 
Forest Products Laboratory for pulping trials showed a maximum 
variation ill comparison with sound wood of 5 pounds per cubic foot 
of bone-dry wood. This represents a loss of 19 per cent on actual 
wood substance. 

No information whatever is a,'ailable to serve as a basis for the 
use of loss in weight as a criterion for the pulping valne of decayed 
aspen wood. It is known that Fomes ignial'ius, by far the most 
common and most destructive of the fungi attacking quaking aspen, 
first breaks down the lignins in the cell walls, leaving fragments of 
cellulose which in their turn arc consumed as the decay pro~resses. 
Schmitz (13) has demonstrated the presence of cellulase ana hemi
cellulase in the mycelium of F. ignia1"ius. Nothing definite is lmown 
as to the rate at which the reduction of the cellulose content proceeds. 
But it seems fail' to assume that in the latest stages of decay, which 
are characterized by pronounced softness and loss in weight, such 
changes have taken place that the wood is no longer useful for pulp. 
In the lighter stages of decay, not accompanied by pronounced soft
ness Ilnd loss in weight, the cellulose content may be considered as 
not seriously impaired, though the lignins may already be partly 
consumed. In the course of the stm1y in the field the decays were 

• 'I.'hllnks nre dut.' Otto Krl'ss, formerly in charge ot the section of pulp and pnper,
Forest Products Lnbo,ratory, Mndlson, Wis., nnd to J. D. Rue, In chnrge of the section or 
pull) lind paper, ForeRt l'roclncts Laboratory, for the facts and conslderatluns given In 
thts section of the bulletin. 
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llrbitrarily classified according to hardness and consistency, due con
sideration being given to apparent loss in weight. 

OBJECTS OF THE STUDY 

The objects of the present study can be summarized as follows: 
1. Determination of present cull per cent per age class in standing 

aspen intended to be utilized for pulp, the cull being expressed in 
volume and in degree of hardness. Since even decayed aspen wood 
may be expected to make pulp as long as the decay has not pro
gressed too far, only those cases of decay are included in the cull in 
which the wood has become soft and cheesy and has lost materially 
in weight. Earlier stages of decay, not accompanied by decided 
softening and loss in weight, are considered as negligible and are there
fore not culled. Causes for cull other than decay are rated accord
ing to whether they are likely to interfere with the pulping process. 
Lightning scars are negligible. Frost cracks and shakes, which are 
so prolific a cause for cull in saw timber, have no direct bearing on 
the quality of the pulp, nor do they interfere with the pUlping 
process. In fire scars the immediate loss is one of actual destruction 
of 'wood mass. Insect borings cause a direct loss in weight, thol1~h 
this is rarely of much importance. The wood separating the inai
vidual galleries is not depreciated for pulp purposes as long as it 
is not decayed. :More elifIiculty was encountered in determining what 
should constitute cull for canker:. Barking is un importunt item in 
the pUlping process and requires for perfect functioning more or less 
even rOllnd sticks. Cankers intedere 1110re or less with this require
ment. No hard anel fast rule can be set for culling on account of 
canker. Each case has to be considered individually on its own 
merits, on the basis of a probable interference with the mechanical 
hanclli"ng of the stick. 

2. Determination of the age beyond which decay in aspen becomes 
economically important. Very young trees are little subject to cull
ing factors or are killed before they become established as perma
nent members of the forest community. With increasing age they 
are subject to cumulatiye risk (11, p. 9) from a :number of injurious 
factors, among which decay is one of the most important. Fungi, 
like all other plunts, demund for their proper deveiopment a mini
mum mass of substratum from which to draw their subsistence, 
some, snch as molds, being content with very small quantities; others, 
like the common heartwood-destroying fungi, being able to live and 
fully develop only in larger masses of wood in which they find proper 
living conditions and room for expansion. The older trees, then, 
present conditions more and more favorable for the growth of the 
group of fnngi causing cull in living aspen. Studies in white fir 
(Abies conc%r) and incense cedar (Liboced1'1./,8 decu1'rerUJ) have 
shown that, although both species are susceptible to infections by 
heartwood-destroying fungi soon after heartwood begins to be 
formed, decay does not become economically serious until the trees 
reuch n greater age. The determination of the age class from which 
onward the loss from decay tends to reduce materially the gain from 
increment in the virgin forest furnishes a basis for the pathological 
felling age. The determination of the age class from which onward 
the loss from decay tenels to reduce materially the gain from incre
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ment in the managed forest from which all undesirable individuals 
have been eliminated permits the establishment of a pathological 
l'otation, indicating the period beyond which it will be unsafe to leave 
aspen uncut on account of the loss to be expected from decay. 

PATHOLOGY OF ASPEN 

Quaking aspen is highly susceptible to disease (5). The incre
ment of wood added is more or less severely affected by a number 
of leaf diseases. Sclerotiu711.J bifron8, according to Hartley and 
Hahn (5), is common and of some importance in Colorado and 
sometimes is responsible for the killing of half of the foliage of 
considerable forest al·eas. In Utah the fungus seems to be negligible 
so far, but will bear watching. A leaf rust, MeZa71I.Jp80ra albertensis 
Arth., is common but does lIttle damage. Uncinula 8alici8 also is 
common but of minor importance. A leaf spot, closely related to 
Ma1'8sonia populi, but differing from it somewhat in spore characters, 
is exceedingly common in the region studied and can not be without 
influence on increment. 

The bark of· quaking aspen in Utah is subject to a number of 
troubles, of which canker is by far the most frequent and serious. 
(PI. 1.) The cause of this disease is still unlmown. Several fungi 
have been observed (5, p. 1.45j 8, 10,12) in connection with cankers 
in other parts of the country. None of these appears to be involved 
in the Utah aspen canker. It seems, however, to be closely related 
to, and perhaps identical with, a canker type of un1."1lown origin de.
scribed by Long (10, p. 3313) as occurring on older trees in Arizona 
and New Mexico. Little of a definite nature can be said even of the 
development of the canker. Not all infections, if infection there is, 
are able to survive. Often the canker growth stops, and the affected 
area heals over. 'Vhatever the primary cause, the canker is char
acterized by a local killing of the bark which, especially in thinner 
stems, may lead to complete girdling and killing. In other cases a 
callus around the killed area is formed which may in its turn be 
attacked and killed back. Typical older cankers present a central 
dead area surrounded by a series of calluses from which the old rigid 
bark stands out jn ragged fragments. (PI. 2.) Often the cankers 
grow to very large size and disturb the symmetry of the bole locally 
to such an extent as to render it unfit for any use for which round 
timbers are required. Canker is beyond doubt a serious menace to 
aspen growth. It is firmly established in Utah and very common. 
The fact that it occurs principally in isolated feci within which 
almost every tree is affected, while adjoininO' areas are free from 
the disease, suggests an infectious origin and therewith the possi
bility of local control by systematic elimination of cankered trees or 
cankered branches and limbs. 

The wood of standing quaking aspen is attacked by several fungi, 
foremost of which is Pome8 ignia1iu8 or false-tinder fungus. The 
fungus causes a typical white rot of the heartwood, but ~ater the 
mycelium attacks the sapwood also and may reach the cambmm. At 
first brownish streaks appear in the still firm wood. Later the wood 
becomes white, dry, and very soft, so that it cuts more smoothly than 
soft pencil wood-much like dry cheese, but :for the stickiness of the 
latter.. In this stage it resembles closely balsa wood (Ochroma lago
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pus) . The transition from the first stages of decay to the cheesy 
stage seems to tak3 place rather quicldy, at least under conditions 
favorable to the growth of the fungus. 

If'o-mes ignial'ius follows aspen throughout its range, and every
where heavy loss goes with it. Hartig (4, p.114) was the first to call 
attention to its extraordinarily destructive properties and to give a 
detailed description of its morphology and the peculiar mode in 
which it attacks the wood of its hosts. Weigle and Frothingham 
(15) state thut in Maine and New Brunswick the immense stands 
of Ilspen which followed the fires of 1825 are so rapidly deteriorating 
from 'white rot (F. igniarius) that many of these 80 to 90 year old 
stands must now be culled by from 5 to 20 per cent. These writers 
¥ive ddlliled examples of the heavy losses from decay encountered in 
mdividual logging operations. According to Cameron (3), at least 
(lIle-half of the aspen around Lesser Slave Luke in Canada is useless, 
owing to the attacks of F. igniarius. Von Schrenk and Spaulding 
(1.4) state that in the New England States, in Colorado, and in New 
Mexico it is nlmost impossible to find healthy stands of aspen that 
have attained any age, because of the extreme destruction brought 
llbout by F. ir;nim-ius. 

S!'cond in Importance is Fome8 appZanatu8, thongh not nearly so 
common as the fonner. It causes in aspen a light-colored rot of the 
heartwood, sometimes extending into the sapwood. F. applanatu8 
is generally confined to the butt of the tree and therefore rarely be
comes economically important, though it may be locally destructive. 
White (JfJ), in a dehiiled study, considers the fungus as a parasite 
which generally enters the host through a wound on a root near the 
collar Ot· on the trunk. It works inwnrd to the heartwood and thence 
upward, involving the lower sapwood. Though the decay is largely 
confined to the lowermost few feet of the trunk, it may occasionally 
extend upward some 12 or 15 feet. In early stllges the wood shows a 
characteristic mottled Ilppearance. At this stage the wood is still 
hard and hoavy. The final stage of clecay is indicated by uniform 
wh Lte color of the wood. By this time the wood has become very soft 
und light in weight and rather spongy. Heald (6) states that the 
fungus enters the base of the trunk near the ground line and that, in 
specimens observed, the decay reaches a height of 10 feet. ·!The wood 
becomes very brittle. He found no infected trees below the age of 
30 years. Hec1~coc.k (7) reports t~is fungus from t~le Manti National 
Forest near Eplll'lllm, Utah-that IS, from the localIty where the pres
ent study has been conducted-as causing a serious root rot renching 
into the 'butt of the tree; he attributes to it considerable loss on moist 
slopes. The writer also has observed the fungus in the same and 
other localities in Utah. The fungus does not seem to fruit freely on 
the area under investigation. In the course of the study only two 
cases of decay from F. applanatus were found that were connected 
with sporophores, both of these being in the stump and causing only 
negli~ible loss. The close analogy with the action of F. ignia1i~l8 
justifies the assumption that here also pronounced loss in fil'mness 
and weight in the uniformly white stage is accompanied by chemical 
changes which render much decayed wood unfit for pulping. 

A verl. similar decay occurring on the area studied tallies with 
the fanuliar dccay of Fo-mes applanahLS except in two points. It 
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seems to be confined to the heartwood, and in seVel'er cases the af
fected wood degenerates into a very stringy, wet, and soggy mass, 
of a Ch:ll'!lcter so far not described for F. applanatus. White (16, p. 
158) has found that purely secondary saprophytic bacteria and fungi 
practically always appear in the advanced stages of decay caused 
by F. applanat1t8. It is not impos~ible that the stringy and soggy 
consistency of what is here called "stringy butt rot" is due to a 
further disintegration by secondary fungi and bacteria. Like the 
decay of F. applanatus, it is typically a butt rot which, in all re
spects except the two mentioned, resembles F. applanat1ls decay so 
closely that one is inclined to attribute it to this fun~us. Although 
the total absence of sporophores connected with tlus stringy butt 
rot made definite identification in the field impossible, the dose sim
llarity, coupled with the fact that F. applanat1.t8 is Imown to be not 
uncommon in the region under investigation, may justify a tenta
tive listing of this stringy butt rot uncler F. alJplanatus. In gen
eral, the type of decay is akin to that of F. ignial'ius, so that for 
the practical purposes of this study pronounceC: loss in firmness and 
weight was made the criterion of cull for the stringy butt rot as 
well as for genuine F. applanal1ls. The stringy butt rot contributes 
only slip:htly to the total loss from decay, and the possible error 
hardly mfluences the final results. 

A number of minor secondary decays are very common, never 
reaching an extent or degree of rot, however, which could have any 
bearing on the use of the affected wood for pUlp. In the absent e of 
sporophores, the determination of the causative flmgi is impossible 
except through laboratory cultures, which at the time of the study 
was not feasible. These decays, while noted and measured, are con
sidered unimportant and negligible for the purposes of this study. 
None of them is liable to influence the loss factor. 

All in all, sporophores of wood-destroying fungi are relatively 
infreqnent in this region. . 

PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF INVESTIGATION 

The immediate vicinity of the Great Basin Range Experiment Sta
tion, Utah. located at an elevation of 8,750 feet, in the Wasatch 
Range of" the Rocky Mountains, was chosen by local members 
of the Forest Service as representing good average aspen for Site I. 
A comparison with Baker's data indicates that the area covered 
stands rather between Sites I and II. It goes without saying that 
the results presented in the following pages hold good only for the 
area surrounding the Great Basin Range Experiment Station and 
other areas comparable to it. But since it is not to be assumed that 
aspen on the poorest sites will be utilized or put under management 
for pulp wood, the general conclusions will be valid for all sites 
likely to be considered. 

FIELD METHODS 

The methods used in the field were much the same as those first 
used by the writer in the study of the pathology of white fir (11) 
and lut!:'r by Boyce (~) for incense cedar. They were, however, 
adapted in the field to the altered conditions arising from difference 
in the species concerned, size of trees, and the spedal object of the 

http:applanat1.t8
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stlldy. Suitable sma11er areas were selected on which every tree 
was cut. On other arcus a certain selection of trees was made so 
as to secure as closely as possible a cross section through the stand, 
within certain age amI diameter limits, the aim being to obtain data 
on all trees which could be regarded as truly representative of the 
merchantable stand as it actually exists, with regard to its utilization 
in the ncar future. For this reason the analysis of seedlings and 
saplings below 30 years of age and of all trees plainly outside of the 
lImits of possible utilization-such as trees unusually misshapen and 
distorted or trees which obviously were dropping out of the perma
nent stand-was excluded. 

In conformity with the object of the study, an effort was made 
to balance the different age classes us nearly as possible. Exact datu 
were taken f.or each tree on diameter breast height, height, crown 
class, age at stump (1.0 foot), diameter inside bark at stump (1.0 
foot), diameter inside bark at the upper end of the 8-foot logs 
to 2 inches diameter in the top, and, where this last was impos
sible, the diameter inside bark at 2 inches diameter was computed. 
Particular attention was paid to description and location of wounds 
of different types on the bole, sporophores, etc. The trees were 
bucked in S-foot lengths, and careful diagrams were drawn of each 
cross section, giving in detail and with exact measurements the ex
tent of decay and of internnl wounds. The individual logs were 
split and the decay as well as wounds measured, described, and 
sketchC'd in a longitudinal diagram. Wherever feasible, the point 
of rntl'Ullce wus determined through which decay had established 
itsdf in the tree. 

Decay was accurately described and graded. Specimens of dif
ferent grades of decny were collected, in order to permit checking 
of the l1eld notes in the labol'l1tory. 

In the course of the study it was soon found that Fomes igniarius 
decay nnd a "stringy butt rot" (F. appZanatus?) were the only 
factors causing, in the hlter stages, such loss in firmness and weight 
thnt cull, in the sense ctiscussed above, ensued. Of these, F. igniar
iu.~ is by fl1l' the more common anel important: For the sake of com
pleteness equally accurate data were taken WIth regard to incidental 
minor decays caused by a host of undetermined mycelia, all of which 
are classed as secondary. These secondary rots also enter through 
wounds but never penetrate deeply into the wood, generally being 
confined to the immediate vicinity of the wound or opening itself. 
They are without importance from the point of view of utilization 
for pulp. 

COMPUTATIONS • 

.All volumes were figured in cubic feet inside bark. The bole was 
considered as a paraboloid, but the stump was figured as a cylinder 
with the (Hameter of the stump-cut at 1 foot, and the top as a cone 
aboyc the hip;hest diameter measurement. Limb and branch wood 
WtlS not included. In accordance with data furnished by Doctor 
Kress, Forest Products Laboratory, the merchantable volume was 
figured from the stump to 2 inches (diameter inside bark) in the 

'Ali Ijucstfons ot mensurntlon were first submitted to Donnld Bruce, divIsion of forestry, 
Un\n'rslty of Cnllfornln, to whom thank!! nrc due fOi" the great Interest he has taken 
In this phnse ot the study lind for the vnlunble advice given. 
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top. Where it was not feasible tQ obtain the height to 2 inches 
(diameter inside bark) in the top by direct measurementfl, the 
volume to this point was computed by the following formula: 

V=f(B-Q.·~44) in which D= last (highest) diameter taken, 

N = volume of the frustum of a cone between the point where 
D is taken and the 2 inch (diameter inside bark) point, H = 
height between point where D is taken and the tip of the tree, and 
B = basal area of D. Volumes of logs were computed by the Smalian 
formula, average diameters at the ends of logs being used .. 

In general, forks and broken tops were disregarded, and the long
est fork or the longest volunteer was taken as the leader. 

PRINCIPLES OF CULLING 

The actnal volume of wood immediately affected by decay, cu,nker, 
fire scnrs, etc., wns first figured as " net loss." The" net cull" is the 
volume of the log or part of the log rendered unmerchan(t;uble by the 
net loss factors, including, for example, thin layers of sound sap
wood which could not be utilized independently. 

In those simple cases in which heavy decay runs throughout the 
entire wood of a log, as for instance in severe attacks by F<J11U3s 
igniarius, the net cull represents the loss from a commercial point of 
view. But freqnently there are complications, where, for instance, 
~~~b~~~M~~~a~~u~wcl~~~~ 
thnt it will not be possible to utilize the sound wood separating them. 
In such cases the net cull volumes from both causes plus the volume 
of sound wood rendered unusable is totaled as " gross cull." Gross 
cull, in the final analysis, is the total commercial loss, so that in the 
case of a log completely destroyed by F. igniarius the net cull volume 
equals the gross cull volume. In other words, the gross cull corre
sponds to cull deduction to be made from the total W'oss scale. 

For the purpose of figuring the cull per cent Ole the stand, only 
gross cull volume, the grand total loss from all cnuses, is of inter
est. For the proper understanding of the role played by the various 
injurious factors themselves, fungi, fire, canker, etc .. , however; the net 
cull volumes must be used. The mere fact that two cull volumes 
happen to be placecl so close to each other in the bole as to render the 
sound wood separating them commercially valueless can not justify a 
proceelure in which this volume of wood is charged against either 
one of the culling agencies. 

In order to express intelligibly the degree of decay as observed 
in the field, it was found adVIsable to adopt throe grades. The £1rst 
grade represents genuine rot in a solid mass, causing so pronounced 
a loss in firmness ~lnd weight that the wooel has to be considered a 
total loss for pulpmg purposes. The second grade COvers the same 
kind of rot, but it extends through the wood m isolated streaks in
stead of forming a solid mass. The third gmde indicates advance 
rot (11, p. 33), referred to by more recent writers sometimes as " in
cipient decay," and includes lighter decays of various origin involv
ing no appreciable loss in hardness anel weight. Grade 1 causes ne.t 
loss of the entire volume it occupies. In grade 2 the streaks of de
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cay cause net loss of the streaks themselves but not of the rest of the 
wood, and allowance is made on that basis. Grade 3 is consid~red 
negligible for the purposes of tIlis study. It must not be overlooked, 
however, that both streaks and advance rot represent but earlier 
stages in the development of the fungi concerned and that both will 
in due time develop into grades 1 and 2, respectively. 

Where heavy rot extends throughout or through most of the heart
wood of a log or bolt, that log or bolt is culled completely as net cull 
(in this case equaling gross cull). Since logs of small diameter are 
not much less expensive to handle than larger ones, while propor
tionately the loss from decay, etc., is greater, culling should logically 
be heavier on a sliding scale the smaller the diameter of the log. 
Lacking such a sliding scale it was found advisable to cull logs or 
bolts below 6 inches in diameter more heavily than the large sizes. 

When the rot volume extending through a log did not occupy the 
entire heartwood, the volume of the rot column was generally fig
ured by the Smalian formula, because the form of the rot column 
through a log usually is that of a frustum of It paraboloid. What 
little variation from the paraboloid form there may be in such 
cases can lead only to negligible error. 

The great diversity in form of the cankers led to some difficulty 
in culling. A.ll degrees and transition forms are encountered, from 
the initial small stages to large flaring~ highly irregular deforma
tions, which latter, at least, can not be without influence on the bark
ing process. Scaling for canker was therefore largely governed by 
considerations of presumable difficulties which smaller and larger, 
relatively smooth, and very ragged cankers might cause in the bark
ing machine. In addition old cankers, in which a succession of ir 
regular calluses had brought about pronounced deformations of the 
bole or distortions of the wood fiber: were culled heavily, while lesser 
injqries were ignored, in accordance with the fact that injuries other 
than rot are largely overlooicecl by the pulp industry. So far as 
known, canker, where present at all in the aspen regions now under 
exploitation for pulp, causes so little damage that no attention seems 
to be paid to it. In Utah, however, canker is so common and de
structive a factor that it could not be left out of the equation in 
figuring the chances of It prospective pulp-wood enterprise. Whether 
the quality of the wood with regard to utilization for pulp is actually 
impaired remains unknown. Canker does not destroy wood already 
formed, but the wood lying undernenth the canker is often stained 
orange red or dull orange and seems to be more brittle than normal 
wood. 

The loss in local increment caused by the killing of the cambium 
is largely compensated by the excess growth in the calluses. A.ctual 
wood volume in a cankered area is apparently not much smaller than 
in the normal stern. The wood mass is simply differently arranged 
in space, and the area of the roughly triangular cross section through 
n canker may be the same as the area of a corresponding sound 
cross section. The more pronounced the deviation from the circle 
the greater will be the difficulties in working up the wood and the 
hea Vler should be the CUlling. 

65250-29--2 
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COMPILATION AND TABULATION 

The com1?ilation of the data followed in the main the principles 
laid down ill former studies (11 pp. 36-46). The basic material 
consisted of 240 trees, ranging from 30 to 168 years in age and 
from 2.3 to 18.1 inches, d. b. h. The representation from 41 to 120 
years is fairly even. The 30-40 and the 121-130-year age classes 
have 15 and 14 trees respectively. Above 130 years the numerical 
bases become weaker, and the data can only be used with prorer 
caution. The total merchantable volume amounts to 1,237.3 cubic 
feet. 

The individual trees, arranged by their ages, are first listed on 
the" basic sheet," on which all fundamental measurements and data 
are entered from the field notes. The bare facts of the basic sheet 
are then. analyzed and condensed. Obviously immaterial notes and 
figures are eliminated, and all pertinent facts are given in the 
simplest mode of expression consistent with accuracy and clear
ness. Those data which do not speak for themselves when expressed 
in figures are reduced to easily comparable symbols. One, two, 
or three crosses (x, xx, xxx) denote the relative degree of each 
factor. Three crosses are eqUIvalent to the highest degree and one 
to the lowest, with two crosses as medium. The system has the ad
vantage of simplicity, and readily adapts itself to different pur
poses where an understanding of general relationships rather than 
the presentation of definite facts is sought. 

The relative importance of decay itself, when expressed in cubic 
feet, becomes apparent only through constant and cumbersome ref
erence to the volume of the tree affected. The application of the 
cross system reduces the mass of figures to directly comparable 
values. The decay is rated in crosses on the following arbitrary 
scale: 

X=O--lO per cent of the merchantable volume of the tree. 

XX=11-30 per cent of the merchantable volume of the tree. 


X~~=31-100 per cent of the merchantable volume of the tree. 


On this basis x is a light grade, xx is more serious, xxx is very 
heavy. A cross in parentheses (x) represents a case with hardly 
even the value of x, so that (x) and x may be entirely disregarded 
from a commercial 1?oint of view, but not from the standpoint of 
the forester, since lIght decay may in time develop into serious 
damage. 

In former similar studies it appeared that a relation exists 
between decay and rate of tree growth, that the slower the growth 
of the tree in the aggregate the greater the loss from decay. Rate 
of growth was expressed by the relation of the actual to the average 
volume of trees of the same age. In the present study the volumes, 
including stumps and tops, were average<;l for each 10-year age class, 
after the age for the number of trees III each age class had been 
averaged, and a curve was constructed from the data obtained. In 
comparing the volume of the individual trees with the volume as 
given by the curve, seven groups were established, of which the 
middle one, coinciding with the values of the curve, is called stand
ard. One, two, or three crosses indicate the degree to which the 
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volumes of the'individual trees fall below or rise above the standard, 
and on this basis the following arbitrary rating is adopted: 

0-10 per cent deviation above and below=standard. 
11-25 per cent aeviation above and below=x. 
26-50 per cent deviation above and below=xx. 
51-100 per cent deviation above and below=xxx. 

The percentages of deviation refer to the standard taken as 100. 
The terms suppression and dominance as used in former work are 
at best vac:rue and could serve only in the absence of a better termi. 
nology. 'l'?hey are supplanted here by " above standard," " standard," 
"below standard." " Dominance" and "suppression" are terms 
denoting a relation of the tree to site, and for this the height index 
is considered to be a better indicator than volume over age. In the 
present case the emphasis is not on site but on the relation of wood· 
destroying: fungi to individual trees of different physiological value. 
The tree Itself represents the site for the fungus living in it. 

'l'hat decay in forest trees stands in close relation to wounds is a 
well-established fact. Though certain fungi attack the tree through 
the roots, the great majority effect their entrance through open 
wounds which expose the wood. The chances for infection increase 
with the number and size of the wounds and with the length of time 
the latter remain open. These factors which play so important a 
role in the pathology of the trees can not be illustrated by simple 
figures. In the analysis of the basic sheet each wound is given a 
rating which expresses with the help of the cross system as clearly 
as possible its bearing on infection and on the functional life of the 
tree. A large fire scar, which may take 100 years or more to heal 
over, is rated very high, while the very thin cleft of a frost crack 
offering only a small opening into the interior of the bole receives 
a low rating. Canker ranks partly as a cause of wounds, partly as 
a physiologically weakening ~actor. Cankers form more or less 
large openings which give fungi free access to the wood. The killing 
of large patches of bark interrupts locally the free flow of assimilates 
and often approaches the conditions of a partial girdling. The 
rating of canker is based on the number of cankers on the individual 
tree and the relation of the killed bark surface to the total bark 
surface of the tree. 

From the basic sheet the analyzed data are now transferred to the 
main sheet, on which the individual trees are entered by their ages. 
The main sheet with its condensed data becomes the principal work· 
ing basis for final analysis. 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

An analysis of the main sheet with its symbolized values brings 
out strongly the fact that age is an important factor in the occurrence 
of decay. 

The first case of decay, though negligible, occurs in a tree 35 years 
old. 'Weigle and Frothingham (15, p. 19) state that in Maine and 
New Hampshire the aspens are attacked only after about the twen
tieth year, while Von Schrenk and Spaulding (14, p. 32) report that 
aspen becomes infected after the trees are 20 to 25 years of age. The 
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age of infection simply indicates that trees beyond that age are sub
ject to infection but not necessarily to serious decay. 

That trees may in rare cases be badly decayed, even at an early 
age, is shown by a 39-year-old .individual. The tree was heavily 
wounded and much below standard in volume and is the only serI
ously affected one among the first 67 trees nf the main sheet. To 
put it in other words, the trees of younger ages, comprising 28 vel' 
cent of all trees tabulated, are practIcally free from economically Im
portant decay. The next trees where rot appears are respectively 
57 and 62 years of age, and both trees are apparently without open 
wounds and above standard. The first has been badly cankered for 
38 years, or since it was 19 years old. But again these are exceptions. 
In the following 28 trees only one case of medium importance occurs. 
!from the age of 78 years upward, cases of heavy decay become more 
frequent, mostly in trees very much below standard and heavily 
wounded. A marked increase seems to come in the second half of the 
nineties and is more pronounced from 101 years on. Though heav,y 
decay is still found in trees both much below standard and heavily 
wounded,. the cases of serious decay in which one of these factors 
may not be present become more and more frequent. The turn seems 
to take place from about 111 years on. 

The analysis. of individual trees arranged by their ages makes it 
appear that in the wild stand, as it eXIsts to-day, with its many 
wounded aud slow-growing trees, decay becomes a factor of loss from 
the eighties on and causes serious loss from 100 years on. From 
about 110 years upward the loss is heavy in trees that are much below 
standard, although only slightly wounded, or in badly wounded 
trees although much above standard. Above that· age even thrifty 
trees are likely to be seriously decayed. 

Another point that is strikingly brought out is the steady in
crease in new infections with age. From 57 years onward, the in
crease is very noticeable. The older and larger the tree, the greater 
is the cumulative risk (11, p. 9) of wounding and, consequently, the 
chance for infection. 

CUl'rlULATIVE RISK 

The cumulative risk is illustrated in Figure 1, based on percentages 
of trees infected. A few of the latter have two or even three infec
tions. For practical purposes they are -considered as one. It is of 
little more than academic interest to know whether a certain volume 
of decay is due to a single or to several infections. The lines show 
the general trend of infections with age, expressed in percentages of 
infected trees for lO-year age classes. The solid line combines all 
infections. From low levels it rises abruptly and steeply until in 
the l2l-130-year class 93 per cent of the trees show infection. For 
the characterization of the two broken lines decay ratings are used, 
decay being nothing but the result of infection. The lighter, negli
gible ratings, (x) m:H1 x, have been united in the dotted line, while 
the third line comprises the heavier ratings, xx and xxx. The per
centages of light decay ascend rapidly to the 60-year age class and 
then show a steady downward trend, contrasting with the sustained 
ascending tendency of the line for heavy decay, which swings up 
rapidly and markedly in the 9l-l00-year age class, running almost 
parallel with the line for the combined infections. 
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The following deductions may be drawn with safety. The risk 
of infection as well as the probability that an infection will develop 
into heavy decay are functions of time. Infections with heavy decay 
are rare up to the last decade of the first century o~ the trees' lite 
and then gain rapidly in frequency of occurrence. LIght decays are 
prepon.derant up to 60-70 years, af~er whi~h ag~ class theJ: decline in 
number. Evidently many of the lIghter mfectlOns turn mto he:l~y 
decay after that age. A certain number taking place later in hfe 
never reach the stage of heavy decay. 

ZO .30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 100 110 It!O 130 

At;£ (V£4RS) 
FIGUM I.-Percentage of trees with Infections b;r age classes. The ratio of In

fected trees Increases IIteadlly with age. With time the Infections develop Into 
more nnd more serious decay 

WQUNDS AND INFECTIONS 

That most heartwood-destroying fungi are incapable of infecting 
a tree unless a wound offers an opening to the wood has been amply 
demonstrated. The term wound, therefore, applies here only to 
such lesions as expose the wood to infection. By far the greatest 
number of ,,,ounds in forest trees in general are scars caused by 
forest fires, by lightning, by insects, by lo~ging, by wind breakage 
and bruising from faIling trees and heavy lImbs, and by frost cracks. 
In quakin~ aspen a speCIfic factor, canker, is added to the list. Its 
peculiar role justifies a separate treatment of the subject, which is, 
therefore, not included in the general discussion of wounds. 

Since in fection depends on the chance of floating spores landing 
on exposed wood under conditions favorable for germination and 
final establishment, the bearing of wounds on ultimate infection is 
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characterized by the relative surface of wood exposed, either in 
single large wounds or in a multitude of smaller ones, by the length 
of time the wound remains open before it is healed over, and by the 
chamcter of the exposed wood as 11 suitable medium for the fungus 
involved. 

'rhe great majority of wounds in aspen remain open for many 
year:;. This is largely due to the fact that most of the wounds con
sist of fire scars or brnises, both of which destroy or kill such ex
tenlled portions of be!"x surface that healing by callus can only be a 
very Hlow process. This condition increases the cumulative risk of 
infeetions through these types of wounds. '.rhe longer they remain 
open the greater the chances that they will finally become infected. 

TJcss than one-fifth of the wounds examined were healed, and 
apparently Lhese were lesions or little consequence. In nine cases 
it was pO~Hible to determine the YCIU'S in which the wounds origi
natett and in which they were finally grown over. The periods 
covered in the healing process al'e as follows: 7, 13, 21, 24, 25, 25, 30, 
30. and 48 years. All wounds large enough to cause immediate loss 
(direct cull) w'ere still open, though some of these dated back 100 
Illl<l even 150 years. It is apparent that quaking aspen heals at least 
its larger wounds very slowly and that lesions remain open to jn
fection Tor an unusual length of time. 

An analysis of the type of wounds (Table 1) shows plainly that 
infections are commonest for those wounds which either present a 
lurgo open-,yound surface, like fire scars and bruises from falling 
trees. or form a spore trap, like ingrown stubs Hnd broken tops with 
theil: rough surface of splintered wood. 

TAIlLE 1.-Trolmdsin ,.elation loillfectioll and cull (exclusive of canker) 

_wo1unds__. Numb, er or result.! Ing cull cases; , Net cull rrom rot ~ _!, I .- _._1, D~~Yft i- --- I 
Type or wound I' t lcaused by! Totnl Total 

Totnl 1Inrected x ',' xx xn wounds merchant. grossahle vol· cullI ... ~~ _-_-~_~.___.~~__t--...- ______;.. __j ___I .~_me __ .1___ 

Open. wOl1l.'d~: !Numbtr~ Per cent I ll0ubfcle~ 
__ 

Per ctnt j Per cem 
I-Iro scnrs •••_._._ ••_••_•••_••••j sal 88.0 11 I 20 26 7.3 14. 5 I 68. 0 
nruls~s ••••••••••••••••••••••••1 51; 32.7 4 1 2 .07 . .34 I 1. 6 
nend lind broken tops. __ ••.•••• 'Xl 18.5 ._._.__••._. 1 •••__•__ ·_1 .30. 1.4 
Dead rorks._ ••._••••••_. __•••••, 3 0 .---.•\••••. -·.-•••.1...-....-...-.....•.~.....-•..• 
logrown stubs•.•••_•••__ •__•.•, 1~ 60.0 2 . 1 _'_"'1 .04 , .10 .48 

~~~~~~~;i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~: ] ! 1: :~~~~~r~~~~ ~~~~~r~~~~~~~~'~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~ 
'l'otnL. ••••••••••_•••_••_•••. -wi"I--so.5"17 22 "291--u9l5:2---n.5 

IIcnledwounds: ,=;== ,==== 
Flrc ••• __ .•••••_••••••. _._•••_.· 1: t~ ~ .__ .~.=====::==::==:.==::::::=: ....._:~:_ .......:~:Bruises•••_•••_.•••••_.--.-.-•• ' 


~l~~~~~~~~~._.n.~~•••~~~.~~:~_, 23 34. i 2 : 1 ' 1 l •• _••_.... .08 .39 


TOllIl.. .•••.••__ ._••__•••••• .; 45 ; 37.8 ' 5 : 1 1 ;-=:==_.10~ 
Open nnd henled wounOs com· \--,---:--:--,--1------. 

bined •• __._•••_.____ .••_•••••j 255 t 48. 2 ! 22! 23 I 30 j 7.49 15. 3 72. 0 
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The 240 trees examined had altogether 255 open and closed wounds 
which led to 126 infections; that is, about 50 per cent of the wounds 
became infected. Not all infections are of It serious nature, but 75, 
or 60 per cent, led to cull. Of these 75 cases of cull, 70 per cent 
present heavy loss (xx and xxx), while 30 per cent are still in the 
mitial stages. The decny (net cull) coming from infections through 
wounds, open Ilnd healed, amounts to over 15 per cent of the total 
merchantable volume of the trees analyzed. The actual loss (dil'ect 
cull) due to the wounds themselves is very slight, a little over one
half of 1 per cent of the total merchantable volume. Open wl)tmds 
lll~ve un infection rate of 51 per cent us compared with 38 per cent 
£01' healed wounds, and their cull rate is very high. Decay tl'Uceable 
to open wounds nmounts to 15 per cent of the total merchantable 
volume. Healed wounds led to only negligible loss. 

]!'ire is beyond comparison the most frequent and the most conse
quential of all the mldl)' causes of open wounds fOllnd in aspen. For 
a clear understanding of the role of forest fires it is necessary to note 
thut the area studied has not suffered much, relatively, from fires, 
although in no decade of the nineteenth century has it been entirely 
exempt from burns. The fire dnmage is practically on a par with 
that pl'eyuiling throughout the aspen stands in central Utah. Aspen 
is a short-Ii yeel species, so that the oldest record from the area does 
not go back farther than 1771. The only severe fire of the nineteenth 
century OCCUlTed in 1867. The seventies. eighties, and nineties each 
had occasional light fires. A single scar dates fl'om 1903. 

Only the younger age classes are practically free from fire wounds. 
They have grown up since the lllst seriolls fire occurred in 1867. For 
purposes of analysis, the open fire wounds are roughly graded accord
ing to their size, their depth, anel the elfect they are likely to have on 
the physiology and mechanical strenf.:,rth of the tree. The cases of 
cull to which the infections lead art:. similarly rated according to their 
importance. Even of the small fire scars over 76 per cent are in
fected. Larger scars are infected at the rate of 88 per cent and the 
largest at the rate of 108 per cent. Occasionally a single large fire 
scar gives rise to more than one infection. 

The infections originating from fire scars are likely to be of an 
injurious nature, as will be seen from the following tabulation: 

Infections stnrtlng from smnll firc scnrs: 
46 per cent lend to cull; 
38.5 per cent lead to hell"Y cull. 


Infections from mcdium·sized fire SCllrs: 

78.5 per cent lead to cull; 
54 per cent lend to bellvy cull. 


Infections from Inrge fire scnrs: 

84.5 per cent lend to cUll; 

81 pel' cent lend to hcuvy cull. 


In other words, the greater the injury to the tree from fire the 
more cull, and the more serious cull, results. 

The amount of cull clue to decay entering through fire scars i", 
closely related to the ages of the trees. The first loss from cull, 
one of 3.5 cubic feet, Il:ppears in the 71-80-year age class. The 
volume of cull increases slowly until in the 101-110-year class it, 
suddenly rises to 14.5 cubic feet. For the next age classes, 111-120 
and 121-130, cull volumes of 56.5 and i.:2 cubic feet, respectIvely, are 
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recorded. The total cull from decay traceable to fire scars amounts 
to nearly 180 cubic feet, or 14.5 pel' cent of the total merchantable 
volume (see Table 1). It represents 68 per cent of the total loss 
from gross cull. The direct loss chargeable to the scars themselves 
amounts to only 2.8 pel' cent of the total gross cull, a negligible 
<l,uantity when compared with the indirect loss resulting from infec
tIOn and decay starting in fire scars. The extremely high cull per 
cent bound up with the physical presence of fire scars confirms and 
emphasizes the findings of similar detailed analyses of white fir 
and incense cedur. The indirect damage caused by forest fires is 
far gl'eater than appears at first glance. 

Fire is a more or less controllable factor in forest management. 
The extraordinary sensitiveness of the thin-barked aspen to fire in
jury and the great danger of the trees becoming infected through fire 
wounds make it i~perative that aspen be protected. even from light 
fires. 

Next to fire scars in fre~uency of occurrence are bruises caused by 
falling trees and limbs. 'lhe thin bark of aspen renders the species 
particularly liable to wounding from this source, but the infection 
rate lags far behind that of fire wounds. A bruise is superficial and 
at most exposes only the sapwood. The underlying heartwood is 
protected from infection with the most destructive fun¢. until the 
cover of sapwood begins to check badly and finally dIsintegrates. 
Bruises are commonly infected, but only in rare cases does the in
fection lead to actual loss. Dead and broken tops show a surpris
ingly low infection rate, and such infections rarely result in cull. 
The highest infection rate, after that of fire scars, is found in 
,. in~rown stubs," that is, broken-off and partly overgrown remnants 
of lImbs and forks in the lower part of the bole; but as a source of 
cull the infections are negligible. Lightning seems to injure quak
ing aspen only rarely. Not more than two lightning scars were 
found in the area studied, and neither became infected. Smaller 
wounds of various origin were not infrequently accompanied by 
secondary decays, which have no bearing on the loss factor. 

Of all infections, those by F0'I'1UJ8 igniarius, the most energetic 
destroyer of the wood of aspen, are by far the commonest. About 
one-third of these enter through fire wounds, one-third through 
bruises and cankers, and the rest through knots, roots, and minor 
wounds. In practically all cases, stringy butt rot entered through 
fire scars. 

ROLE OF CANKER 

The frequency with which canker occurs in Utah made it desir
able to determine in detail the role played by this injury in the 
pathology of aspen. (Table 2.) 

In so far as it exposes the wood, canker would be comparable to 
a wound, in the current sense 0'£ the word, were it not for one funda
mental difference. A wound presents the largest surface of unpr:>
tected wood immediately after it comes into being. From that time 
on, callus formation in the natural healing process tends to cover up 
the exposed surface until the wound is closed. The chances of infec
tion are OIl the decrease until they cease to exist with the healing of 
the wound. Canker, on the contrn"y, increases in size with age, 
owing to the successive killing back of the calluses as they are 
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formed. The risk of infection is cumu1atin~. Only occasionally lS 
It sll1uller cunker ht'uled oyer. Cfable 2, colullln!'; 4, 5, and G.) 

'l'.\IlI.E 2.-XIIIIIIICI' uf ('(l1I1'CI'8 (lml /'(,/(/liOIl /0 ill{c('/ion 

-~. 

i I '1'\'Jl~ of ('linkers Cull from! '-" 1 i Perrent-... Dir let 
rot'~!':~~~;r n~.e (!f 1-····--_·- ---.--~--~- rull f~OIll entt~ring

I (bnSis) tr~~s \I It I! ('Ilnker 
. (Unkl'r SnPlll ~rt,'d 'U(U Lnrgo Il!roughI 

('Hllker 
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SI·9Ilyelll'~..... _._ .• __ . as 31 (I) H ";; .... ii:ii;, ,-....·::iii
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·1 i. ~-t ~ .. ___ .. ____.J ' 1,II-lIiS Years•.•• '" 10 ·10 :1 j fj ~--- .. ----- ------------ -;0-1 .. -~ .. -------"-- .~~~- .---~"",,. -- 'I'otlll.......___..._...._., 2·10 n (.) (.) 
 2$.15 211.1111. 
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Beyond gelleralitie!'; littk i;; known regarding the ot:currence of 
cankers. On the arrtL jm'r;;tigatccl, 63 h't'CS out of tL tolal or 240 had 
I3!) cankers, of which 132 were open and only 7 healed. '1'he direct 
(,ttll ('aulle(l by t hp ('ankpl's thpm~d\'('s amount;; to a little oveL' 2 per 
('('nt of the totallllNdlHntnblc Yolull1e. OL' a little o\'er 10 per cent of 
the total gross cull. The latter l'l'lation classes canker as a, fur less 
lwgligiblc type of injlll'y than fire SCal·;;. 

On the other hand, out of 139 cankers only 26 bpcame infected, Imcl 
while tllps(' led to 11 cas('s of cull, not 1110re than 6 resulted in serious 
decay. Thl' entin' 11et cull iL'om rot traceable to canker amounts to 
anIv· a littlc on'!.' 2 PCl' (,pnt of the total nH'I'chnntable Yolume, or 10 
pel" ccnt of the total gross cull-about the same as the direct cull 
j'1'011l ('ankel·. Considering the apparently Yl'L'Y favorable coneU
t ions for infrction ali pl'p!-'pnu.'d in the nggl'rgalp by the relatively 
iargl' HUd'UC'(' of ('xpos('(l ,nlOcl jn cankel·s. thCHl' figures arc snrpris
ingly low. It is not impossiblr that the pl't'uliarly stained and brittle 
wood oft('n undedying the cftnkers presents an uncongenial medium 
for the fungi nttaeking aspen. 

An allaly;;ix of ('o\umns 1 and 3 of Table:! indicatps that the oc
C'llL'l'enC(' of call1err is not ~o llItIeh a maHer of uge as of size of the 
1:1'C'('S. En'l'y agr is f;ulJjl'ct to canker, but the l)el'ccntnge of trees 
nttn('k('d inrl'pas('s with somc J"('gnlaL"ity with incl'easing agC'. Cankel" 
is rarely a CHlI'5e of top killing in large trees. Only three sllch cases' 
wrt·e o\)s('l'Yecl. 

From the iOrt'going it appeal'S that canker is not an important 
factor as an indirpct ctutse of decay. Its rule in the pathology of 
nsprn 1'(,([lIce::; itself to many pal'tinl girdlingli on bole~ branches, anrl 
twigs and to the inCrefii,"()d difliculty of barking in utilization fOL> 
pulp; but these items arc cQlIectiydy of slllIicient weight to ,,'arrant 
further and more intensi"e studies of the origin and life history of 
cnnkeL' with It Yiew to possihle control. 

052::;0-~f)--:~ 
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Jml.ATIO:N O~' CULL TO VIGOR OF TREE GROWTH 

FOl'nl('1' studi('...; in white fil' had indicated that the loss from in
jlll'iow.; faC'lol's was 1I0t independent of the vigor of tree growth 
as (IXPl'l'SSt'lI by the 1'(llatioll of the tree \'o!tune to the standard volume 
for till' sanH' age ~:-:l'l' p. 10). In Ta.llle a the trces al'e spgl'egatecL and 
tll.huln(('d in lO-)'t'nl' agc' elasscs ac:eol'clillg to their relative volume. 
l~'()r (his IHll'PllSP only thost' trC(IS which c10yjate considerably fl'om 
til(' stnndnl'd al'('. ('pnsidt'l·t'd. Tl'OPS a little above or below al'O t'vi
<It'll t I." ton ('los(I to :-:tnndal'd to L)(' l1Iaintaint'd in s('pnmtc groups. 
Though this lH'(l('('ll!ll'P ll'a\'l's only sluaLl ba:-:l's lor the .individuaL age 
elass('s, (he.\· nl'p :-:uflit'i('ntly lUl'gO to indicate ('ertain tendencies and 
I'pln (iolls. TIll' Ill't cull ])(,l' cellts due to rot do not increas('. stead ily 
with agp. 'l'h(')'(' is a marked and sudden jump, which occurs for 
til(' (Tl'(':-; 1l1l1l'1t al!o\'p standard in tbc lOl-llO-)'elll' llgP elm;s, but 1'01' 

thos(' lllllCh Iwlo\\" s(alldnl'd, 10 y('al'S ('ariiPI' in li:[('. 'I'll<' samp n'la
lioll is 1'C'f\('detl in the totaL net cull (last column) from all caust's, 
thollgh it is some\\'lmt disturbed by the canker figures. In Tabl(' 3 
OJ(' main SOlll'C'('S or cull al'e listed separately. Fomesignial'ills (F. i.) 
stands out as tiw most important indiviclual factor. F. applanat'u,8 
(n it IHl sl'l~olldal'y fdll1gi seem to find in quaking aspen only n, 

lllo<1t'l'alely congenial host. 

~'AIlr.I~ a.-sci. (,lin /lCI" ('('III,~ of lolal /lwrclwlllalilc rollll1lO 'in lO-year ago classos 

'l'ItEES ~1t'CIl .\UOVE STANDARD 

NcL cull (pcr ccnL) 

NUl1Iher 	 ---.- - I 
o( 1,'rol1l roL 

trllt\S 
(basis) .. ----.----.-.--- From l\Hsc.' I 'I'ota1 

F, i.1 }'. a.? Sec.] i '1'otI11 canker 

y Cl\~t;' ;~~-=====: =:::l_~ _______ :=::::::=:'::::::=::=' _:::::::::'::=:::::::\::=:::::::.::~-:::::::::: :~::::= 
fil-nll __ • ________ •• 1:1 6. H '_ .•••__________ ..... , t1.141· 1.~4 i 1l.0:; ~.03 

01-70.._••• _____ ._ ·1. • . 12.50 I . 12.50 

~:~~g'=::::::::::: )~ .-...~: :ir ::~:~~~~~.:==:======---··nn::=:::::: "-'--::g-I ~: ~~ 
\II 100•• ___ ._._••_ ~l 2.46 ____._. __ • ___ •.•••••• 2.41i ,____ • ____• .3.1 1 2.8\ 
101 \1(1,.- .......-\ 10. H2 ll. (il --- ••••••-. 22.4:1 1________ .. . no l 23.08 
111-1~~I. .. __ ._•• __ 	 7' a7. 10 4.5:1 ____ • _. ___ ' 41. 03 _. __ ._____ 42.42.791 
121·1:10......... __ , 	 " aO.lo __ .._. __•••___ .•_••_ 39.10 .. __• ____ • .04 40.0·\ 


::t: ::~~~:::::.::::::.__..___~_... __ ..~~~~_. :=::::=::: :::::::::: ____·'~~~~'I::=.::::::: -..-. ~~:~'I''''''~~~~ 

'I'Hl':1':S l\1l'C'][ TIELOW S'PANDARD 

. I I - I --'-,-,-- --.-
Yenr;;; I 

.lO-.!O ..--...---.--1 1:1 23.82 ------•••. ,•••• -.....: 23. 82 1.--.....-. 1.50 25.41 
41-,~1. • __ ........_ 

rd· 00 ......... _...... _ 17
... .. ::::::::::F::::::::c:::::=:: ::::::::::c:::::::: ::::::::::,:::::::::: 
(\\-70_..__ • __ .....! ~'l .....i:ir\---..5:iii.\::::::==::: ·-···.~:2:/....~~~~. ······:iil· 5: g:~
~l-~~::::::=:=::::I Ir. 2. Oil • 72 :1.95 , O. 7(1 2.90 .48 10. J.I 
IlHm ...........i \) Hi. ·\11 6.21 S. all 30.•6 I 1. 5i ' .20 :12. sa 
101-1 [(1.......... -\ 12 n. a2 1 3.62 .21 13.15 ...._..... .18 1:1. 33 
III-I~O•• _......... 
121-1:10-- --•••• '_1 	 ~ t ~;~: ~6 1::::::::::[::::::::: ~~: ~~ ; t ~* I 1: g1 A~: ~t 
lal·IIO...__._•••• 	 ., l7. ·1·\ 1.._..._... ,__ .._..... 17. H I 14. 51 i...._._._. al.!l5 

'1 !:!.1. 70 I 13.2; I .0:1 38. 02 ~__________ : 8. U8 47.00J.lHfk<i._ ......••• 
1 

, 1'_ I..",Pnmf,t ;gllinrills. 
1 F.I\.~ Hlrlll!:, hull rot (FolI/c,. fI/'p/"no/II.1'?). 
~ ::;l'('. ~l'('Olldnry rtlJll.!i. 

, l\1 !,:('. Dirl'('[ ('ull (nun lin' ~ear~, (rosL (·I·nt·ks, incidl'n'ul wounds, clc. 
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CULL PER CENTS 

The preceding sections deal with the analysis of the injurions 
:factors acti \'e in aspen and theil' mutual relations and lead to an 
ItnciC'l'stilllc1ing of the processes which in the end result in economic 
loss, 

Table '1: expresses this economic loss as gross cull computed for 
each 10-year age class. The total apparent merchantable yolume of 
nil trees cut is 1,237.3 cubic feet. The total volume of gross cull is 
2lH.G ('ubic feet, Ol' 21.4 per C(,Ilt. In other words, in cutting aspen 
:fur pulp in th(' IIllluanaged forest on types corresponding to that of 
the region studied, n general allowance of 21 per cent must be made 
for cull from all C.lUses. Of this cull by far the greatest amount, 
Ol' mol'c than 18 lwr cent, is directly traceable to rot. Canker follows 
next, with only :!.25 pel' cent, and miscellaneous causes for cull, such 
as fire scars, wOllnds Jrom falling trees, ctc., are accountable for less 
tha 1\ l peL' cent. 

The hasis of trees arranged in 10-year age classes is rather weak 
il'om l:.H years on, The last group, H1-1GS, is snpported by only 
10 trees ficatterecl OV(\l' 27 years. The cull pel' cent from all causes 
for the well-supported age classes from 30 to 130 years reaches 21, 
thLls hltnlly difrering from the cull pel' cent of all ages LIp to 168. 

TABLE ·I.-Cull /leI' ('en/s in 10·ycar aflc C/(!S8CS '/L'illl gr088 cull chargcd to all 
CllU8('8 Of ('ull 

[:-[jsr~IIt111COUS gross cull includes tho direct cull from nrc st'ors, frost crncks, incidentnl wounds, elc.] 

I Gross cull 1--·' ..- --'--~~-,----
, From rot ,From cunker . ~[jsccllllncous 

To~1 I I 
. NUlIl' 

bcr of . cI:!::~t. l--f~··I----;:- ~--r-~rcr.
,\gc cluss Per· . tn't.'s ' nblo I , {~llnt· : cent- i C~lIt· cent·, (basis) Y01UIllU j ... 1 u~e of ; age of I ngo. of ngt, of\ 01· , IIIl'r· ,Vol· Iller· \'01· Iller· \'01· In~r

UlIlO 1 chnnt-l time chnnt- lIme! chnnt- umo chunt· 
ableI I ~·~l~ I ~.~\~ 1 ~·~~l~ \'01· , I IJIIIO i IJIllO ! nulO umo 

-;;~.fl.-I CU.[I./I- -_.: ClL.fl. -- clt.[I.I-- -;·~IL.ft. 
30-IOycur5........ 15 10.:12: O.H 1.30: ................ o.oli 0.09, 0.15 1.45 

41-511 yl·l\rs........ 20 12.82 ..........._.......................- ...... i...........-......._.. .. 

51-tiO yOIll·s........ 33 i 5:!. is i 2.471' ".li8 i 0.7-1 1.40 I' .02 J .(H 3.2:! I Ii. 12 

GI-70~·l'urs •••••••• 12 aO.03 · 2.11 5.SU : 3.00 8.33 .021.00: 5. I:! , H.23 
71-HOyenrs.. __ ..... ~.. 31: ();i,13 l :1.05 5.tiO I.. _~ __ .~_._____ .. ~ .10: . III i :J.75 11.76 
8HIO ycnrs........ 35' J7:!. in I p. ~3, :!.02 i 11.38 O. Q~ . ~~ 11 I~ I 10. SU ? I!l
.. 

9!-IQ{1 ycnrs....... 21 LIS. ~U 'I 1.1. ,,-I I I L 48 i • UI . II .33 .28 H. S8 I u. 53 
101-110 yelln....... 20, 1Hi. Il 21.01: IS. 11 I................ . ·12 .3n, 21.-1:1 1~.-I7 
1I1-120yN\r5...... 22 2J.1.o;I151i'OSI21J.•1U1 .15 .07 LU3 .00 ';8.76'1 27.44 
J21-l30yenrs._ •••• 1-1' 170.80 ,3.,16 41.48 4"10, 2.:;2 1.:J3, .75: 70.25 44.75 
131-[.10 years. "'" 7 tis. 01 u.07 10.30. 7.2·1 I So 23 I 2.62 f 2.!J~; 18. 03 21. 50 
J.IJ·WS ycars...... 10 172.45: 3S.S0 22.5-1\ ........'........ 3.31: 1.02: ·12.20. 2-1.40 

1 
'l'utUI.. .......2:iO. 1,~3i·30I··=···~LI.s·2iJ1~=· ..:·: _~~5 t·~.~=·j .8~J 26-1.C~ 1_ 21 •38 


The percentage of the gross cull from rot alone (Table 4, column 
5) shows a steady increase which changes to a sudden rise with the 
91-100-year age class and reaches oyer 41 per cent in the 121-130
year age clltss. A similar increase appears in the total gross cull 
per cents, though without the regularity of the incl'eltse in rot gross 
cull, influenced as they are by canker gross cull, a factor which 

http:131-[.10
http:clt.[I.I---;�~IL.ft
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has little to do with age. Both young and old trees are subject to 
canker atb.H:k, anel, :;ivell the sluile size of cankel·. the ~mnller the 
bole the heavier the damage.

It is e,·ident that the cull per cents do not apply to area but to 
merchantable volume alone and that they can be used only for 
stands composed more or less of the age classes here represented. 

Since miscellaneous cull is a negligible factor and canker cull is 
not only erratic but evidently confinecl to definite regions and stands, 
the rot cull remains as the importunt and more or less uniformly ap
plicable index of the relatiye SOllIl(lnN;S of aspen ~tands eomparable 
to the one under investigation. ,Yhen the representation of aue 
classes in a given stand is known, the cull per cents for each a~e 
dass ~an I}e lIsell, ~lue considern.tion be~ng given to the modifyi~g 
n:;eneles clisclIssed In the precedmg sectIOns. 

DISCUSSION 

The aspen problem in Utah resolves itself into the question 
whether the species is to be considered a weed tree, to be replaced as 
soon as feasible by more promising species, e. g. conifers, or whether 
it is to be put under mnnagl'ment and regulation with !l view to 
utilization for pulp wood. The choice depends on a number of 
consiclerations, prominent among which is the relation of cull to 
volume produced. If quaking aspen can be made to produce, in 
snstained yield, sound pulp "\Yooel in quantities suHicient to warrant 
hal'vesting at a profit, the mere fact that it is already on the ground 
will spenk stron:;ly in fayor of retaining and fostering the species. 
Replacing large areas of one species with another, particularly on 
sites as little fayorable relatiyely as those now occupied by aspen, 
is an enOl'mOllS anc1 yery costly unclertaldng, fraught with many 
risks. It has been tried oyer anel o"er again in Europe, where the 
IH'(u:ticc'. excrpt in rxtremc enses, is now thoroughly discredited. 
:.'\foreo,"el'. it ,,-olliel be rash to assnme that the stands expected to 
take the plaen of aspen will be free from loss. To judge from the 
estimate<1 cnll per cent in neighboring coniferous forests. the loss 
from derllY amI oth01' injl1l'ious factors in the new stands is likely 
to he conslclc'mble. particu1arly jf the longer rotation that goes with 
m:mag<'ment -for SllW timber is taken into account. 

On the other hand, it wHl be {ntile to attempt the management 
of asprn fm pulp "wood unless the relation of loss to output is con
sic1ered. The forester will be inclined to regard the loss as serious 
",1)('1\ i {" tends to offset. the increment. A.t l)resent the only agency 
likelv to put aspen 1111(1(']' management is the Goyernmenl. As long 
as tJie Forrst SrtTice is not authorized to han"est timber on its own 
laml;; (,yen when the cutting is imperatiYe, the question will remain 
more or 1ess academic. Timbcr on national forests can be cut only 
when a purchaser of stumpage is found, and the purchaser is not 
('olleernec1 with tllt' rate of ill('l'ement and its relation to the loss fac
tOI'. He is solely interested in the question whether the a.mount of 
Fonnel wood he C~lll hal'Yest from a given unit will pay for his oper
aJions and le:wc him an adequate profit. Lo'3s to him means some
thin cr entirely different from what it means to the professional
jOl'e~tel', and' his concepts will dominate at least in the immediate 
fntlll'e. 
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HARVESTING VIRGIN TBIBER 

Just where tho future purchaser of aspen pulp wood will draw 
the line it is impossible to say. 1'00 muny factors enter into the 
equ:ttion. But the knowledge of the cull per cents will help him to 
weigh the loss aJFuinst expected output fl"Om regions similat· to the 
vicinity of the lirent Busin Range Experiment Stution. 

The datil on which this bulletin is bllsed cover the age f'lusses from 
30 to 130 years. The ages above 130 years are too weakly represented 
to be of much value. The trees analyzed do not represent one ex~ 
tensive all-aged stand, but are selected from a number of smaller, 
more or less oven-aged groups, so that each class in the cull per cent 
table (Table 4, last column) gives at lenst a clue us to whut cull per 
cent might be expected in virgin uncured-for aspen. 

E\"EN-AGEV UNlT!l 

Up to 90 yenrs the pm'centage of cull from all cn,uses is so low thnt 
it cnn not sedously It/feet the finnl output, though the loss throu~h 
canker may introduce a disturbing factor. The cull per cent in tne 
91-JOO-yenr age class amounts to 12.5, which is undoubtedly well 
within reason from the pOint of view of the prospective purchaser. 
The 101-110-ycar age class, with over 18 per cent, may still prove 
attractive, while the 27.5 per cent gross cull of the 111-120-year class 
probably exceeds the limit of allowable loss, at least on the less acces
sible logging chances. The almost 45 per cent gross cull of the 121
lSO-year age class will render logging altogether unprofitable, even 
on the most accessible areas. 

MANY-AGED UNITS 

Aspen logging units in Utah are frequently made up of numerous 
smaller even-aged stands, presenting conditIOns analogous to those 
prevailing in the region studied. The cull per cent as a whole com~ 
puted for nIl ages between 30 and 130 amounts to 21 and is therefore 
hardly high enough to nct llS a prohibitive deterrent, except perhaps 
on less accessible areas and under unfavorable logging conditions. 

The greater the representtltion of the older age clnsses on a log
ging unit the greater will be the resulting cull per cent, and vice 
versa, llS will be seen by comparison of the figures in Table 5. The 
arrangement of the table is self~explanlltory. The merchantable vol· 
urnes and the gross cull volumes for the combined-age classes were 
ndded separately IlOd the pet'centages computed. In the first part 
of Table 5 (you:n~er age classes prevailing) the first group is com
posed of the age classes 30 to 80. It is not to ve assumed tnat stands 
lnu('h younger than 30 years old will be utillzec1. The second part 
of Tnble 5 shows the cull per cents of stands composed of older trees 
only, from 130 y(~!H'S downward torO years. 
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TABLE G.-GrOS8 C1111 per eCllta ill relation to age classes represented hI the stand 

-~-"~~"---"--'-'--'--.~-~~-Il~~~:~J--.--.- .----~-- cull per cent 

,\go cllJ.'1SCS Ago classos Gross,! oro5o,.1
Total \ olelu· '1'otal oxelu· 
gross 51 YO of I gross 51 vo of 

caukcr canker 

---.-.,-~~-.----!- ·--1- --~ ..--.--------.-----
Younger agt) cJussus pro\,nlltng: " I l! Older ag~ classes prc\'nlllng: 

:IO·~O. ___ .........._____ •__ • __ I I 4 - 13(H2L. ____• ________...____• 
 33 31,m-uo __ " _______.._' _'•_______ 8 I 5 ' l~o-lIL--.--.-.-.---- •.• -..-. 31 30ao-IOO... ____ • __ ' •• _. ___• __• __ 2U 27
ao-llll. ___, ...__ ••••_...._..._ ]~ Ii IT I }~g=&?~:::::=:=::::::::::::::: 26 24
30-120._. ___•_____••• ___....._ IS IS - 130-81....._••_._.______ •••__ _ 2,~ 23
30·J30.______• ,_.....___._. __ , 21 - 10; 130-71 ••_._ •• ____• __ ._._._._._ 23 21 

'rho desirability of It given trlld depends, of course, not solely 011 
n low cull per cent. Access_ibility, quantity of mei'chantaLle timber 
pel' acre, und relativo cost of hanoiing smull us compared with lll,rger 
timbel' nre important factOl's. But there can be no doubt that, 
other things being equal, a high representation of the younger age 
clnsses with their relatively small loss from cull will malm a log
ging clutnce more attractive than Il preponderance of the older 
classes. 

The totnl gross cull is compoRed of cull from decay, cull from 
cnnker, and cull £l'om miscellaneous causes. Of these three factors 
canker is the most erratic. It does not occur everywhere nor ill 
equal intensity, and it is not directly progressive with aO'e. Cull 
from decay, including miscellaneous causes, represents a far more 
stable factor. Although it would be going too far to assume that 
every stand of aspen, even if apparently similar to those in the 
region of the Great Basin Range ExperIment Station, must show 
the same amount of decay per age class, it can be taken for gl'Unted 
that, over large are us, the variation in the cull from decay will not 
be considemble. Cull from miscellaneous causes, though ItlSO pro
gressive with age, is only a minor factor, but the same causes that 
nre at work on the area studied are present in other aspen forests. 
The last column of Table 5 illustrates the relation of cull from rot 
and miscellaneous caUses to representation of ages in those stands 
in which canker is absent or rare. 
It follows from the foregoing that, as far as the h'arvesting of 

virgin aspen is concerned, no working plan can be complete without 
It survey of available stands, both even aged and many aged, with 
regard to ages represented. The survey should take into account 
also the prevalence of canker, particularly in the younger age classes, 
where decay plays 11 minor role. 

A survey of ages presents particular advantages in cruising tim
ber for sale. The application of an arbitrary cull per cent to the 
cruise introduces gross errors, to the detriment of either the pur
chaser or the Government. Once the ages represented are known, 
it is an easy matter to determine, from the cull per cents per a~e 
class as given above, the actual relation of loss to output, withm 
relatively narrow limits of error. 
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MANAGEMENT 

So far the interests of the purchaser, not those or the prof<'Hsional 
forester, have been considered. The forester, not content with the 
disposal or existing virgin timber, is more deeply concerned with 
thu establishment of improved stands and the perpetuation of 
maximum yield. 

It is diilicult to discuss questions of management amI regulntion 
whell cleur-cut definitions of both terms with rehtlion to ll::jpen, 
oxcept in the nbstraet, tHe lacking. 'Vhat form mnnagcment will 
tako in thn aspen :forest in tho fut.ure, outside of 1ire 11l'olectioJl, is 
open to guess. Im,provement cuttillg on a large seale by lllCttnS of 
timber sales-practically the only sihriculttll'ul practice nowpos
silJle-is ont of the question for aspen. It is more than probable that 
ll111llagcment in tht' aspen forests of Utah will com:;ist ina finil 
hen vy utilization, followed by the skw esta!>iiHhmcut of adequately 
stocked m'en-aged Qt. ~-vo-aged stands, which then may come under 
tt'lle mUllItgell1('nt by, 'ew gcnemtion of foresters. The present 
gf'ne!'atioll will. ltn(101JL ,dIy, have to c1t'n] with the wild, nnin
Jluencecl, unmannged aspen stand, its protection and its utilization 
only. It will pmctico preservative rather thnn creatjve mnIwge
lIlent. Ne\'ertht'less~ the chances of success in the future depend on 
the rneasUI'c of foresi,g'ht and forethought bestowed to-dny upon the 
a8f)('n probleHi . '~IC possibilities of constructive management. 

The pl"Obable 1:... Jlution of the management of aspen ill Utah must 
follow the histol'y of all cOIlversions of virgin forests into managed 
forests nnd mo\'e in two successive steps: (1) The gradual replace
ment of the existing wild, highly defective, and many-aged forests 
by more or less even-ngecl second growth, uncared for except in so inr 
as adequate fire protection decreases the number and size of fire scars 
nnc1 therewith the chances of infection (conversion or trnnsition 
pt>riod), and (2) evolving progressively out of the conversion period 
iinal regulation on the pt'inciple of sustained yield together with sys
tematic elimination of nil controllable injurious factors. 

Systematic find well-planned replacement of virgin timber by 
young growth is not possible on national forests under present con
ditions. Even sporadic replacement depends on the chnnce of find
ing u purchaser for a given block of timber; that is, it is incidental 
to a timber sale. The unit to be converted is not necessarily one of 
silvicultural choice. At best a compromise may be effected between 
pressing silvicuIturul rieeds and the contingency of disposing of exist
mg timber by meuns of n timber sale. Thus the harvesting of virgin 
timber. which must precede management proper, is left more or less 
to chance. 

NET VOLUME: 

Given the possibility of cOll!'itructive action, the choice of the time 
at which the conversion should be inaugurated becomes a matter of 
considemtion. From the point of view of economics as influenced 
by pathological factors, conversion should begin before loss becomes 
too heavy to make possible a timber sale, as the only means of 
conversion. ·What is left after the cutting represents the raw mlt
terial for the next stand, and the infections present in the young 
growth are carried over into the conversion period. Fig-nre 2 iIlus
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trates the progressive course of ave1'llge decay volume and of average 
tree volume in 10-year age classes of a practically virgin stand, con
taining trees of aU ages from 30 to 130 years. The age classes above 
130 yeaI's are poorly represented and not of sufficient importance in 
so short-lived a species as quaking aspen to be included in the curves. 
The loss from canker likewise is not considered. Its bearing on the 
final output is of relatively small importance and must be judged 
separately in each case. From a practical point of view, neither the 
volume curve nor the decay-volume curve are relevant when taken 
individually. The volume curve regarded by itself is misleading, 
since it gives merely the apparent, not the true, merchantable volume. 
The decay-volume curve, on the other hand, may be ever so steep and 
reach ever so high, but in the final analysis the only criterion IS the 
net volume, the difference between the apparent volume and the decay 
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volume. The net-volume curve makes it possible to gauge the actual 
amount of merchantable timber on the ground at given stages in the 
development of the stnnd. Following the apparent-volume curve 
fairly dosely in the younger age classes, it b8gins to lag behind at 
ubout 90 years but still continues its upward 'Lrend. 

NET INCREMENT 

The actual ratio of decay volume to apparent volume is not the 
only consideration. Any attempt at l"agulation in the forest is futile 
with<;>ut d1!e regard to the rate of increme~t..Figure 3 illustrates the 

- relatIOnshIp between the apparent perIOdIC mcrement and the 
periodic decay increment. Here agnin the criterion is the curve of 
net periodic lUcrementj that is, of the difference between apparent 
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periodic increment and periodic decay increment. The curve of ap
parent increment simply indicates the rate of increment for a hypo
thetically sound forest in which no loss at all occurs. The net
increment curve alone illustrates the actual profit over loss in 10-year 
periods. In tb.e younger a~e classes the curve runs close to that of 
apparent increment. In the 70-80-year period it flattens out and 
thereafter remainS' practically at a level, far below the apparent
increment curve. From about 80 years upward there is no gain in 
net increment. The flattening of the apparent-increment curve oc
curs fully 40 years later, so that loss from decay brings about the 
same economic effect at 80 years which accompanies maturity and 
senility at 120 years. 

When the representation of trees of different age classes is known, 
the net-volume curve affords a clue as to whether, at a certain timel 
the harvest.ing of a given stand will be profitable or not and serves 

.3.0r--r--r--r--r--r--..--..--..--,---,----.----, 

as a guide in the choice of the most opportune time for harvesting 
(pathological felling age). The net periodic increment curve, on 
the other hanel, does not concern itself with the accumulated wood 
capital but with the rate of the accumulation itself. Its flattening 
marks the phase in which stagnation begins. As long as decay in 
aspen plays a role similar to that it plays to-day-and it is not likely 
that during the conversion period a great change is to be expected
the culmination of the curve is the limiting factor which determines 
the pa,thological rotation. 

It is the part of forest regulation to read from these curves just 
where the lower age limit for the interruption of the process should 
be placed and how long a given stand may be left uncut without 
undue loss. In managed forests the determination of the felling 
age and rotation are closely interrelated problems. 'When felling 
age and rotation are made the objects of speculation, such yield 
figures as may be obtainable are generally applied as though the loss 
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factor did not exist. In the conversion of the virgin forest the fell
ing age is the guiding factor, with rotation visualized in a far 
-future. 

Through the first cut the forest is brought into immediate touch 
with the generation or generations concerned with its management. 
For long-lived species this change in time relations reduces the per
spective from centuries to a number of decades. . Aspen is short lived. 
The life of the wild aspen forest as a whole does not reach much 
beyond 130 years, and if decay were absent that age might be chosen 
as the felling age for the first cut, though not for the rotation. The 
pathological rotation may be fi~ured on a net maximum-volume basis 
or on the basis of rate of net mcrement. Both methods are closely 
related. They approach the same group of problems from different 
angles. In a former paper (11, p. 59) the writer has used the net 
maximum volume as the guiding factor, and Baker in his bulletin on 
aspen (1, p. 15) has placed the pathological rotation on the same 
princi~le at 110 years, following therein the data furnished in the 
writer s preliminary manuscript report. Weigle and Frothingham 
(l5, p. 31) came to the conclusion that for aspen in the Northeast the 
maximum age the trees may be allowed to attain is fixed by the rela
tively early beginning of decay at approximately 80 years. 

There are valid reasons ior the use of the net maximum volume 
as a criterion for the choice of the pathological rotation. Its weak
est point is that it is not sufficiently definite, at least for aspen. On 
the other hand, a strong case can be made for applyin~ the rate of net 
increment. Here the evidence is clear and unmistakable. 

The choice of both felling age and rotation is largely a matter 
of personal judgment and interpretation of data. In the following 
discussion the ratio between the net maximum volume and the rate 
of net increment is made the basis for the pathological felling age. 
For the pathological rotation the process is reversed. The rate of 
net increment is regarded as the decisive factor, due consideration 
being given to net maximum volume. 

The steady rise of the net-volume curve in Figure 2 indicates 
that the accumulated net wood capital will support a logging opera
tion at any time within the life of the stand, but the straightening 
out of the net-volume curve and its deviation from the apparent
volume curve makes it advisable to place the patholo~ical fellIng age 
at about 80 to 90 years. The flattening of the net-mcrement curve 
(fig. 3) supports this view and limits the pathological rotation to 
about 80 (,0 90 years. Since it is not likely that longer rotations will 
be adopted for quaking aspen grown for pulp wood, the main con· 
clusion is that the patholo~ical factor in this species does not shorten 
either the felling age or the rotation to a point below that which is 
sil viculturally desirable. 

In the wild forest of unknown history it is difficult to determine 
ages over large areas. The practical forester still works with diam
eters, not with age classes. In Figures 4 and 5 the same elements 
as in Figures 2 and 3 are presented on a d. b. h. basis. The curve 
of net merchantable volume, after a satisfactory rise in earlier years, 
tends to flatten out after the trees have reached 12 inches d. b. h. 
The flatteninO' of the curve is marked at 14 inches d. b. h. In Figure 
5 the curve of net increment in merchantable volume rises rapidly to 
about 9 inches d. b. h., culminates at about 10 inches d. b. h., and 
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then drops almost in the same ratio. At 13 inches d. b. h. the net 
increment is not greater than it was at about 6.5 inches d. b. h. It is 
clear that in considerations of prospective yield the culmination of 
the curve at 10 inches d. b. h. offers an indication as to the mana~e
ment of a given stand, especially when judged in conjunction wIth 
the net-volume curve of Figure 4. On the basis of d. b. h., the 
pathological fellin~ size-to coin a term corresponding to felling 
age-may be placecl at about 12 inches. 'rhe pathological rotation 
is detennined by the culmination of the net-increment curve nt 10 
inches d. b. h. 'While dinmeter is, broadly speaking, a function of 
age, the relntion is too errntic to be reliable. Curves based on diam
eters can therefore serve only ns a mnkeshift for use in questions 
of regulation. 

It IS here tnken for ~rtlnted that manngement of aspen is contem
plated on the better SItes, I and I-II, only. On poor sites aspen 
makes very slow nnd poor growth and reaches merchantable size Itt 
an age when the loss from cull is unduly high. The influence of 
growtll hns been illustrnted by Table 3. Vigorous growth retards 
heavy loss by nt lenst a decade. At best, aspen in Utah, even on the 
better sites, does not produce timber in such qnnntities thnt the loss 
factor cnn be disregarded in nny scheme of management. The ques
tion is ruther whether by proper munagement, including choice of 
sites, the loss can be minimized to such a degree that it does not make 
utilization unprofitable. 

THE CONVERSION PERIOD 

For the purposes of discussing the probable rOle of pathological 
fuctors in the conversion period, the outstanding results presented in 
the preceding pages nre here summarized. 

The prinCIpal direct causes of cull in aspen are decay (mostly 
from Fomes ignim'iu.s) and cllnker, or a combination of both. Cull 
caused by wood-boring insects does not lie within the scope of this 
study. Other causes of cull, such as fire scars: frost cracks, wind 
shake, and lightning scars, which are to be reckDned with in species 
of the saw-timber type, are practically negligible in pulp-wood tim
ber. But as an indirect cause of cull one of these, fire scars, can 
not be O\Tcrlooked. By far the greater part of cull hns to be charged 
to dccay, and much of this enters through fire scars, so that the latter 
are responsible not only for the direct loss from burning but for the 
indirect far g-reater loss from decay. The rate of infection of fire 
scars, even of smaller size, is very high, and the infections readily 
lead to heavy cull. Thcre is a dircct relation between number and 
size of fire scars and cull from dccay. To a small degree, infection 
of the tree takes place through open cnnkers, and to an even smaller 
degree through bruises from falling trees. 

Fires and fire scars are prevl'ntable to It certain degree. The 
elimination of fires will undoubtedly cut down cull from decay to a 
considerable extent. Canker can not be controlled until more is 
known about its cause. Brlli!;es from falling trees and limbs not 
only induce decay but also stand in an indirect relation to the decay 
factor in so far as butt und root rots mechanically weaken the affected 
trees to such an extt'llt that they are easily thrown over in 
heavy windstorms. 'When decay, con1ing from tile bole, destroys the 
centl·nl ' ..yooel cylinder of It larget' limb, the thin shell of sapwood and 
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bark is no longer able to carry the weight, and the limb breaks off. 
The elimination of decay in a stand necessarily cuts down windfall 
to il large extent and therewith the bruising of standing timber. 

The occurrence of decay depends largely upon the number, size, 
and character of the wounds present, while the de;vee of decay de
pends partly upon the character of the wounds tnrough which it 
enters, partly upon the age of the trees and their rate of ~rowth-1 
and finally upon the combination of these factors. Age is Lleyond 
doubt the most important. Decay is rare in the younger age classes 
and increases with age. From a certain age class onward decay be
comes prevalent and later cuts heavily into the timber values pro
duced. - Canker, a minor factor, is not progressive with age in the 
same sense as decay. 

'With these facts in mind it will be possible to discuss the probable 
role of pathologic factors in the management of the future aspen 
forest. 

As long as forest management is limited to relative, not absolute, 
protection from fire, to the slow harvesting of existing stands, and 
to the creation of second-growth, but wild, uncared-for stands neces
sarily partaking of the nature of the virgin forests they replace, the 
same losses must be expected durin cy the conversion period, except 
that decay traceable to fire scars wil'! decrease in the proportion III 
which fire-scarrecl individuals drop out und in which fire itself is 
kept out of the forests. 
It will be u long time before all virgin aspen forests, even on the 

better sites, are fully ancl absolutely protected from fire. It is logi
cal to assume, therefore, that for many years, at least, a large acre
age will present conditions similar to those under which the existing 
stands have grown up. For these aspen forests the cull pel' cents 
determined from Table 5, their relation to relative volume growth 
(Table 3), and the effect of a combination of age, relative growth, 
and wounding, ~ive at least a clue as to the proper time for disposal, 
depending on wnat is considered as serious loss from cull. 
It may be argued that, since the prevention of forest fires will 

automatIcally reduce rot in standing trees to a minimum, decay 
will no longer constitute a limiting factor, even in the higher a~e 
classes. If this were correct, loss from decay would be unknown ill 
those intensively managed forests of Europe from which fires are 
practically excluded. It is true that :in European forests under the 
most perfect type of management such losses as are of common occur
rence in this country are unknown; yet no forest in Europe is free 
from decay and cull. Intensive cultivation is the consequence of 
high valuation of timber, and the more valuable the product the 
more detrimental arc losses which in less valuable timber would 
be completely overlooked. Thus, what in the present study is con
sidered as minor or even negligible cull, rises to the rank of serious 
loss with the rise in value of the timber itself. The general trend 
in the valuation of all commercial timber is upward, and the change 
is particularly noticeable in this country with regard to a number 
of so-called inferior species, which not long ago were not cut at 
all, but which now find a ready market. 

Aspen in Utah, if ever it moves up into the rank of a profitable 
source for pulp wood, will not escape the general tendency. As 0. 

necessary corollary the loss factor will be increasingly emphasized, 
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and the minor decay~, cankers, etc., which now are hardly noticed, 
must command relatively the same attention that is given to-day 
to heavy rot coming in through fire scars. If this reasoning is cor
rect, it may be assnmed that in the future much lower cull per 
cents will exert a limiting influence in the determination of the fell
ing age. 

FINAL REGULATION 

Unless management culminates in regulation through control of 
the injurious factors which have caused the defective condition of 
present stands, the new growth will revert to the same virgin de
fecti ve type. 

Intelligent control of detrimental factors, whether influencing 
the increment or destroying actual wood values, characterizes the 
progress from the first steps in conversion to final regulation. Reg
ulation aims at the greatest possible production of high-grade tim
ber per unit in sustained yield, a goal that is unattainable unless 
at the sumc time those inJurious elements are kept in check that 
either affect the increment or cause loss in the form of cull. 

Fortunately the most prominent of all factors connected with 
cull, namely age, is subject to control through the choice of rota
tion. A very short rotation would reduce cull to a negligible figure, 
but at the expense of remunerative volume production. Since ab
solute control of all cull factors is impossible, sane regulation will 
attempt to strike a balance between highest possible volume produc
tion and unavoidable but not economically prohibitive loss. 

The first effect of regulation must show itself in the decrease of 
the number of slow-growing, suppressed, and wounded trees, so that 
the combination of these factors gradually becomes less frequent. 

CONTROL OF IN.TURIOUS FACTORS 

That well-planned and judicially executed control measures can 
very materially impJ.·ove aspen iorests is undoubtedly true. The 
most urgent control measures, next to prevention of fires and ad
justment of the nge factor through rational determination of fe11
mg age and rotation, must be the periodic cleaning of the forest 
by elimination of the sources of infection, on one hand, and of 
individual trees most subject to infection, on the other. It should 
go without sllying that trees with evident infection, especially those 
with spol'ophores of wood-destroying fungi, have no place in the 
reO'ulllted forest. 

In this connection attention is called to infected aspen stumps, 
snags, and windfall. Both Fomes igniarius and F. appZanatus are 
capable of living saprophytically on dead aspen wood and roots. 
They find favorable conditions for development and fruiting in 
stumps and dead trees, from which infection may spread to hitherto 
sound neighboring individuals. Impossible as the grubbing of 
aspen stumps appears at present, the protection of commercIally 
valuable stands may ultimately necessitate the practice in the future. 
Meanwhile insistence upon cutting to low stump heights will re
duce to a minimum the wood mass available for saprophytic growth.. 
Offal resulting from control work, such as stumps, wmdfan, scraps, 
/lnd infected wood. should not be permitted to remain lying in the 
woods. All such material should be destroyed by burning. 
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In control measnres of this type the size of the unit treated influ
ences their effectiveness, ut least with respect to sporophores. The 
disposal of stumps, snags, and windfnll is a protective measure which 
immediately benefits even the smallest stnnd. It eliminates an abull
dnnt source of ctirect infectioll of neighboring trees and clears the 
ground for young trees. To destroy sporophores or even sporo
phore-bearing trees on small nl'eas, however, except as a matte!" of 
prilJciple Ilnd routine, is not worth the trouble und expense. Spores 
m'e extremely small and light and are carried by nil' currents for 
long distances. For this reason the systemntic eradication of sporo
phores can he udvocated only when large arells are taken under 
treatment. The number of spores liberated from a single sporophore 
is immense, and a thorough .plugging of this main sonrce of infection 
over It large area could not bat have a beneficin.l effect. But since it 
is impossible to extend the pmctice over all aspen stands, including 
those on poorer sites, the eradil'ution of sporophores on the area 
treated is not equivalent to eradication of all spores which might be 
carried in from the outside. The danger of infection is materially 
lessened, but not totally nbsent, just as in insect control an epidemic 
is materially reduced without absolute extinction of aU individuals. 

Effecth'e improvement, therefore, must include the removal of 
trees with wounds of a eharncter likely to become infected. Here 
nre scars stand in the first 1il1e. The larger and deeper the scn r the 
more imperative is the removal of the tree. Large bruises follow 
next. They are to be rated below small fire scars. Trees with large 
cankers on the boles should not be tolerated. Even small cankers 
on limbs, while not immediately impairing merehantubility, affect 
the increment and are likely to spread to the boles. Intensive con
trol may in some cases eyen have to resort to the pruning of can
kered limbs. 

Listin~ control measures in the regulated forest in accordance with 
their relative importance, the eliulination of infected living and 
dead trees comes first, then that of wounded trees, Ilnd finally that 
of cankered trees and limbs. 

It iR not likely that frequent improvement thinnings will be prac
ticed in aspen forests. Where only one or two snch thinnings are 
contemplated during the life of the stanel, the length of the period 
likely to elapse between the act of cleaning and final utilization gov
ems the relative urgency of the control measures. The longer a 
wound remains open the grenter is the chance of its becoming in
fected, so that the probability of infection steadily decreases with 
the approach of the final cut. The elimination of wounded trees is, 
therefore, more immediately urgent in the earlier than in the later 
part of the life of the stand, due weight being given to the size and 
character of the wounds. Trees already so badly infected that the 
symptoms of decay are. readily detected should, as a matter of course, 
be cut at any time, but in view of the fact that increasing age 
strongly aggrllYates the decay factor, it would be a singular mistake 
to leave infected trees in older stands lmcut on account of utiliza
tion drawing near. The older and bulkier the trees, the greater is 
the l)robability that in the remaining years decay will destroy con
siderable volumes of potentially merchantable timber. 

In the control of canker and the cutting of trees with bruises, the 
afre iactor must equally be taken into account. In certain cases the 
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combination of two or more minor injuries on the same tree-as, for 
example, a smaller fire scar and canker on the bole-will stamp the 
individual as undesirable in the regulated forest. 

SUMMARY 

Quaking aspen covers large areas of the national forests in Utah. 
At the present tim~ it finds practically no use as a timber tree. The 
problem presents itself whether aspen should be replaced by more 
promising species or placed under management for possible utiliza
tion as pulp wood. Management involves protection and gradual 
replacement of the present wild forests by second growth, looking 
toward regulation. Replacement is possible only through utilization 
of old growth and is dependent upon th.e chances for timber sales. 
For timber sales the cull per cent to be charged against the apparent 
volume must be known. 

The prcsent study covered n. representative area located at an ele
vation of 8,750 feet near the Great Basin Range Experiment Station 
in the Wasatch Range of the Rocky Mountains. 

Cull is low in the younger age classes and increases with age, at 
first slowly, until in the 91-100-year age class a sudden and marked 
increase occurs. Relative vigor of growth, expressed in the relation 
of the tree volume to standard volume for the same age, exerts a 
modifying influence. In trees above standard the marked increase 
takes place in the 101-ll0-year age class; in those below standard, 
10 years earlier. Cull from decay depends largely upon size and 
character of wounds. About 50 per cent of the wounds become in
fected. Fir~ scars are the most important type of wounds. They 
commonly lead to infection and heavy cull. The total cull from 
decay traceable to lire scars amounts to almost 15 per cent of the 
total merchantable volume and represents 68 per cent of the total 
loss from gross cull. A common canker of unknown origin unfavor
ably influences the increment and distorts the boles. Of 240 trees 
analyzed, 63 had in the aggregate 139 cnnkers, of which only 26 were 
infected. Of these infections only 6 led to considerable cull. 

The merchantability of a given stand depends partly upon appar
ent ,·olume, accessibility of the stnnd, and logging facilities, and 
partly upon the cull per cent to be deducted from the appnrent 
volume. What will constitute a permissible cull per cent in a given 
case is n mutter of judgment. The general cull per cent for the 
nreu studied, representing approximately Site I-II and comprising 
ages from 30 to 130 years, is 21 per cent, lnrgely consisting of decay 
from Fomes igniarius. The age class 101-110 years has a cull of 
18.5 per cent; the class 111-120, 27.5 per cent; and 121-130, 45 per 
cent. It is recommended that existing stands to be offered for sale 
be surveyed with regard to age, since cull bears a direct relation to 
age. After the improvement of a given unit through timber sales 
and niter the estnhlishment of second growth, the elimination of 
fires-and therewith of fire scars-will contribute largely to the low
ering of the cull per cent due to decay; but with increase in the 
valuation of the timber" itself, discrimination against minor cull will 
also become intensified. 

Unless management culminates in regulntion through control of 
the injurious factors which have caused the derective condition of 
present stands, the new growth will revert to the same virgin defec
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tive type. Regulation is the process of converting the defective 
virgin forest into the improved, cultivated forest. Finall'cgullltion 
requires nctive control of injurious factors through elimination of 
infected trees as sources of infection and of trees most likely to 
become infected on account of wounding. 

On the basis of net volume production and net increment, both 
the pathological felling age and the pathological rotation lie at 
about 80 to 90 years. From the point of view of economics as 
influenced by pnthologicnl £nctors, it appears possible to raise qunk
ill~ aspen in the intermountnin district for pulp, because the silvi
cultural rotntion will in n11 probability be shorter than the patho
logical rotation. 
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